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The following is a project description for my work alongside Ian Koebner, and together with Face to Face Faith to Faith (F2F), a year-long multi-faith leadership program for young people living in conflict areas. Ian and I will be working with the multi-faith youth participants of this program to creatively express personal experiences of war and peace in order to strengthen their leadership and communication skills.  

Background

Ian, founder and director of Sacred Slam, an organization that utilizes the arts and education to work towards peaceful resolution of conflict and respect for diversity, has worked with F2F for the last 4 years, primarily during the three-week summer intensives in New York. This camp brings together young Jews, Muslims and Christians ages 15-17 from South Africa, Northern Ireland, Israel, the Palestinian territories, and the US to share their personal stories and learn from one another.  The camp aims to strengthen each participant’s individual identity while fostering respect and understanding for diverse perspectives. 

One very challenging aspect of the F2F program is integrating the experiences of the summer intensive with the reality of life back at home. In order to address this concern each ‘home-group’ organizes activities and service projects pertinent to their communities, to build interpersonal and leadership skills throughout the following year. Our project grew from the home-group leaders’ request to assist them in their efforts to develop such follow-up programming.

Project 

The young people in these countries are growing up in conflict without a voice. Their personal stories, while potent reminders of resilience and beauty in the midst of chaos, are too often untold. While the South African youth struggle with straddling apartheid, and the Middle Eastern and Northern Irish youth face armed aggression on a regular basis, their differences pale in the face of the benefit they stand to gain by telling, sharing and affirming their stories. 

We are working towards visiting all three participating F2F regions in the course of this year, and will begin our journey in Cape Town. In January 2007, the South Africa home-group is holding a camp to address issues in their community such as AIDS, privilege and violence. They have invited us to conduct workshops to creatively explore war and peace in the participants’ lives, through a series of activities that Ian conducted last year with the American home-group.

Their exploration is already underway this fall with preparatory writing and creative thinking activities to flush out the definitions and connotations of war and peace – in addition to battles fought between armies, we want to explore moments of war and peace in the subtleties of day-to-day life. At the January camp Ian and I will provide a wide variety of artistic mediums for the students to utilize, honoring different learning styles and modes of expression:

Dialogue: We will draw on the dialogue skills developed during the summer intensive including active listening and microlabs and introduce new forms of communication such as council and interviewing.
Writing Exercises: Participants will write poetry, create stories and journal on the theme of war and peace in their own lives and communities. 
Collage Making : Participants will design collages from magazines with varying themes ranging from nature to pop culture. This exercise encourages the youth to deconstruct media images of war and peace, and re-construct their own imagery, an important lesson in media education and discovering one’s voice.
Photography: Holding the question: “What does war and peace look like in your life?” each participant will take a ‘photo-walk’ – taking pictures that capture moments of hope and fear, frustration and tolerance, pain and patience, in their community, and among their friends and family. 
Meditation: In order to create a safe space for the participants to silently reflect on the day’s activities we will introduce them to ecumenical meditation practices.

Through these workshops the youth will produce a vast array of media that we will help them edit and distill into finished products including but not limited to, photo books, digital slide shows and personal memoirs. These tangible products will serve as important educational tools for the South African home-group, as well as future participants in the F2F program. In addition, Ian and I will continue post-production efforts in the States to develop presentation and exhibition material. These resources will broaden the impact of our work by bringing awareness to other communities about the youth and their perspectives.

Why us?

The impetus for this proposal came from Ian’s long-standing involvement with the youth, interfaith, and social justice movements, and in particular his direct experience with the F2F program. Ian is already a respected mentor to many of the youth we will be working with and has established a level of trust that enables us to do this work.

I have visited F2F twice as a Sacred Slam program coordinator and am looking forward to working with the students more closely. In particular, I am eager to share with them the skills I have gained in my five years as a documentary producer and editor.  In addition, my experience as a rape crisis counselor has prepared me to address issues of trauma or violence that may arise. 

Ian and I both hold a profound respect for these youth, their diversity, their struggles and their ability to affect positive change in the world. Our skills compliment one another and create a dynamic that will allow the youth to learn the various artistic mediums offered, develop their communication skills and foster their leadership potential in a safe and respectful environment. However, we want to recognize that our enthusiasm for this project is based in large part on what we will learn from the youth.  The home-groups’ invitations to be a part of their programming, immersed in their culture and history, will contribute immensely to our own personal and professional growth as educators.

Ian and I are grateful for the opportunity to work with such a diverse group of young activists and deeply appreciate the support of the Jessica Jennifer Cohen Foundation.




Sacred Slam ()
Works with individuals, organizations and communities for the peaceful resolution of conflict and respect for diversity. Designed to challenge popular misconceptions through the arts, Sacred Slam is a platform for communities to creatively advocate and educate, actualize self-representation and dispel fear and misunderstanding. Our name is derived from recognition that fierce exploration of a concept (‘slamming’) is worthy of veneration or respect (sacred).
 
Face to Face, Faith to Faith ()
Face to Face - Faith to Faith is a multifaith, youth leadership program founded by Auburn Theological Seminary, a leader in multifaith programming, and Seeking Common Ground, a grassroots peace organization with programs for young people. The program goal is to inform participants about how their own religion calls them to engage in public and world issues; nurture an advanced understanding of other religions, cultures and people; and increase their ability to collaborate along lines of religion, culture, class and ethnicity to make a better world.
  


